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As we conducted the Expert lecture for students of mechanical department. To provide them a very deep knowledge about the subject and to prepare them for the requirement of the changing technologies and be upgraded them for the requirement of such field.

The Expert lecture conducted by Prof. Narendra Paranjape and Prof. Praful Nave who has a more than 10 years experience in technical domain Specially in Mechanical Field at Prolific System & Technology Pvt. Ltd. in India.

Firstly, Prof Rajnikant Rathod HOD of mechanical engineering department welcome the expert Prof. Narendra Paranjape and Prof. Praful Nave then expert started the lecture.

There are 46 students of 4th Degree mechanical engineering & 20 students of 6th Diploma Mechanical Engineering attended the workshop Along with faculty members of Mechanical Department.

Prof. Narendra Paranjape delivered speech & give deeply knowledge on “Automobile Engineering” like commands, part drawing, auxiliary system, assembly drawing and modeling. At the end of the expert lecture, the students were very much enrich with the technical work and knowledge shared by the expert. The oral feedback from the students was taken and response was very good.